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Abstract

We present a comprehensive study on a new task named
image color aesthetics assessment (ICAA), which aims to
assess color aesthetics based on human perception. ICAA
is important for various applications such as imaging mea-
surement and image analysis. However, due to the highly
diverse aesthetic preferences and numerous color combi-
nations, ICAA presents more challenges than conventional
image quality assessment tasks. To advance ICAA research,
1) we propose a baseline model called the Delegate Trans-
former, which not only deploys deformable transformers
to adaptively allocate interest points, but also learns hu-
man color space segmentation behavior by the dedicated
module. 2) We elaborately build a color-oriented dataset,
ICAA17K, containing 17K images, covering 30 popular
color combinations, 80 devices and 50 scenes, with each
image densely annotated by more than 1,500 people. More-
over, we develop a large-scale benchmark of 15 methods,
the most comprehensive one thus far based on two datasets,
SPAQ and ICAA17K. Our work, not only achieves state-of-
the-art performance, but more importantly offers the com-
munity a roadmap to explore solutions for ICAA. Code and
dataset are available in here.

1. Introduction

Color is known as having a higher degree of discrim-
inability and correlation compared to other visual features
[1, 2, 3], because the human eye can directly perceive
light of different wavelengths and convert them into differ-
ent color signals. As digital photography expands rapidly,
ICAA has become one of the most important criteria to au-
tomatically assess whether the image meets users’ aesthetic
preferences [4, 5, 6, 7]. It is also an essential step in imaging
measurements among manufacturers to evaluate the perfor-
mance of smartphones and cameras [8, 9, 10].
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Figure 1. The results of different methods on two similar im-
ages with tiny color adjustment, ground-truth (red) and predicted
(black) scores are shown below. (a) Similar images. (b) Color his-
togram [16] is unable to differentiate and quantify the color aes-
thetics. The saliency maps of (c) MaxViT [17], (d) NIMA [18]
and (e) our method, whereas our method achieves a fine-grained
perception of color aesthetics.

Although ICAA is an important branch of IAA (im-
age aesthetics assessment), they deal with different tasks.
IAA evaluates the holistic aesthetics of an image, which
implicitly depends on color and other attributes (bright-
ness,sharpness, etc.) [11, 12, 8]. ICAA focuses more on
evaluating the impact of color harmony, color combinations
and other factors on color perception.

ICAA is confronted with two major challenges. First, the
types and combinations of colors are intrinsically complex,
thus the color aesthetics are determined by specific colors
and their relative positions in color spaces [13]. However,
biological studies show that humans can perceive only up
to 8 colors due to the human eye and perception limits [14].
Therefore, extracting dominant colors from an image is a
crucial process and important prior knowledge [6, 15]. Sec-
ond, human color preferences are subjective and vary from
person to person based on factors such as age and culture
that may change over time.

Most traditional quantization methods for ICAA rely on
objective rules such as color histogram [16] or color wheel
[19] theories. However, the color information obtained
from pixel statistics is limited to capture the nuances of
color aesthetics (Fig. 1 (b)), mainly due to these methods
cannot perceive the spatial information of colors and the ef-
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fect of image content and semantics. In addition, they are
suited to qualitative analysis instead of directly quantifying
the aesthetics of colors.

IAA methods, especially leaning-based IAA approaches
such as [18, 20, 17], are not specifically designed for ICAA
and then lack of prior color knowledge, which result in
struggling to achieve a fine-grained perception of the im-
portance of different color spaces, and being susceptible to
interference from multiple visual elements (Fig. 1 (c)(d)).
Furthermore, to our knowledge, there are no datasets specif-
ically designed for ICAA, which results in most data-driven
methods not generalizing well to deal with subjective ICAA
tasks. In addition, the community of image quality assess-
ment lacks of a fair ICAA benchmark for reliable compar-
isons.

The contributions of our paper lie in:

• The limits of human perception and pixel-based extrac-
tion methods for dominant colors are revealed, which
guides us to propose a baseline model, called the Dele-
gate (Deformable Gate) Transformer, to adaptively allo-
cate interest points for dominant colors and simulate hu-
man behavior of color space segmentation.

• To verify our method more convincingly, a dataset, named
ICAA17K, is exclusively designed for ICAA. Specifi-
cally, it is a color-oriented dataset with 17K images and
the richest annotations thus far. Furthermore, dedicated
preassessment strategy is adopted to alleviate long-tailed
distributions of dataset.

• Based on ICAA17K, 15 state-of-the-art baselines (see Ta-
ble 1) are evaluated, which takes our benchmark as the
most complete one for ICAA thus far. Our work, not only
gains state-of-the art performance, but more importantly
serves as a potential catalyst for promoting large-scale
model comparisons in future ICAA research.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image Color Aesthetics Assessment

Traditional quantization methods. To mitigate the gap
between subjective and objective evaluations, early meth-
ods usually extracted hand-crafted features from brightness,
hue, and saturation or applied color difference formulas.
For instance, Yang et al. [11] employed the CIEDE2000
color difference formula to align objective evaluation re-
sults with subjective visual perception. Shi et al. [30] uti-
lized hue as the primary color information and proposed
the structure and hue similarity model (SHSIM) to assess
image color quality. Some other works believed that aes-
thetically pleasing colors typically conform to certain estab-
lished rules. O’Donovan et al. [6, 31] studied color com-
patibility theories and color aesthetics based on color pat-
tern (templates). Cohen et al. [19] evaluated color harmony

using a color wheel, while Nishiyama et al. [32] applied a
color harmony model to evaluate the distributions of hue,
lightness, and chroma.

However, the above-mentioned methods are based on
statistical quantitative information of image pixels, ignoring
how spatial and semantic content affect color aesthetics. Al-
though these methods can give qualitative analysis results,
they cannot quantify the aesthetic differences brought about
by a tiny change in color, as shown in Fig. 1.
Data-driven methods. In the deep learning era, some data-
driven methods are proposed to fit aesthetic information in
images (Table 1). For example, the works of [18, 20, 28,
29] introduced additional context information, e.g., theme
and layout information to improve the performance, while
others developed models of personalized image aesthetics
assessment (PIAA) [22, 33]. The latest works have explored
adopting the transformer structure to extract more powerful
aesthetic features [17, 27].

Nevertheless, these methods typically extract holistic
aesthetic features and lack of prior color knowledge, which
take themselves harder to perceive the spatial distribu-
tion and composition of different colors in an image, then
leading to diffuse attention against perceiving color space.
On the other hand, they cannot assign different attention
weights based on color importance, which leads to in poor
fine-grained perception for color (Fig. 5).

As revealed in Section I, although images are naturally
composed of distinct color spaces, dominant and secondary
colors have different effects on color perception. The pro-
posed Delegate Transformer learns to segment color space
from dedicated deformable attention rather than static pixel
values, and thus captures spatial information of color. Fur-
thermore, different color spaces are assigned different lev-
els of attention by the Delegate Transformer, which exactly
matches human behavior for color space segmentation.

2.2. Image Aesthetics Assessment Datasets

In recent years, several datasets have been developed for
IAA, as shown in Table 2. Murray et al. [34] created the
AVA dataset, a large-scale IAA dataset containing nearly
255,000 images that has become one of the most popular
IAA datasets. However, this dataset does not provide anno-
tations for color. Kong et al. [12] introduced the Aesthetics
and Attributes Database (AADB), which includes subjec-
tive aesthetic scores and attributes annotated by individual
users and provides two binary labels for color harmony. Yu
et al. [35] developed the Photo Critique Captioning Dataset
(PCCD) to address the problem of generating captions for
photos based on their aesthetics, which includes evaluations
of the color & lighting attributes. Recently, Fang et al. [8]
presented the Smartphone Photography Attribute and Qual-
ity (SPAQ) dataset with colorfulness attribute scores.

The above datasets primarily focus on evaluating the
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No. Model Year Pub. Basic Platform
1 RAPID [21] 2014 ACMMM incorporate heterogeneous Python&Lua
2 AADB [12] 2016 ECCV sampling strategy, ranking loss MATLAB
3 PAM [22] 2017 ICCV residual-based, active learning Caffe
4 A-Lamp [23] 2017 CVPR layout-aware, multi-patch Scipy
5 NIMA [18] 2017 TIP predict distribution Tensorflow
6 MPada [24] 2018 ACMMM attention, multi-patch Tensorflow
7 MLSP [20] 2019 CVPR staged training,multi-level features Tensorflow
8 MT-A [8] 2020 CVPR multi-task, high-level semantics interact PyTorch
9 BIAA [25] 2020 TCYB meta-learning, bilevel optimization PyTorch
10 UIAA [26] 2020 TIP unified probabilistic formulation MATLAB
11 MUSIQ [27] 2021 ICCV multi-scale representation PyTorch
12 HGCN [28] 2021 CVPR graph convolution networks Jittor
13 TANet [29] 2022 IJCAI fuse theme adaptively PyTorch
14 MaxViT [17] 2022 ECCV multi-axis attention PyTorch
15 Ours 2023 ICCV delegate attention, color space segmentation PyTorch

Table 1. Summary of 15 existing representative IAA or PIAA models and the proposed methods. Code: available code links are marked in
red, and our code is provided in the supplementary material.

holistic quality of images and lack of detailed color anno-
tations, with limited color types or combinations. Specif-
ically, these datasets exhibit serious selection bias. e.g.,
about 50% images of the AVA dataset are “black and white”
images, which outnumber other colors by 10 to 100 times,
and the PCCD and SPAQ datasets have few images of
“pink” and “violet” colors. Therefore, these IAA datasets
are not suitable for ICAA tasks and cannot support the gen-
eralization of ICAA models well.

To address the above issue, we try to develop a special-
ized and color-oriented dataset the first time. To the best
of our knowledge, our ICAA17K dataset is the largest, as
well as most densely annotated ICAA dataset with a diverse
range of color types and image collection devices (see Ta-
ble 2). It also has a dedicated dataset construction strategy
to avoid selection bias and long-tailed distributions, which
ensures it a high-quality and robust dataset.

3. Proposed Approach
Dominant or primary colors tend to draw attention

quickly and are often the focal point of visual design. In-
stead of using traditional methods that rely on the number
of pixels to differentiate between dominant and secondary
colors, we directly employ attention mechanism to distin-
guish them in a visual context. First, a sparse, data-related,
and deformable attention mechanism are introduced in our
baseline model to allocate the attention by setting sparse in-
terest points. Second, the color space segmentation module
is utilized to group these interest points into different color
spaces, and determine the importance of each space.
Overall architecture. An overview of the architecture is
presented in Fig. 2 (a). Our implementation begins with

Dataset Year Pub. Images Rating

DP Challenge [36] 2008 ICIP 16,509 100
CUHK-PQ [37] 2011 ICCV 17,673 10
AVA [34] 2012 CVPR 255,530 250
AADB [12] 2016 ECCV 10,000 5
PCCD [35] 2017 ICCV 4,235 7
DPC-Captions [38] 2019 ACMMM 154,384 6
SPAQ [8] 2020 CVPR 11,125 600
TAD66K [29] 2022 IJCAI 66,327 1,200
ICAA17K (Ours) 2023 ICCV 17,726 1,500

Table 2. Summary of the related datasets.

embedding an input image through a 4× 4 convolution op-
eration. The first and second stages consist of two Swin
Transformer blocks [39]. At these stages, the feature maps
are processed by shifting window attention to locally ag-
gregate aesthetic information. Subsequently, several pro-
posed Delegate Transformer blocks, which form Stage III
and IV, are utilized to process these feature maps globally
and model the long-range relationships. Finally, these fea-
ture points are sent to a dedicated module to divide the color
space and then sent to an output head to predict the color
aesthetics score.

3.1. Delegate Transformer for Allocating Attention

Utilizing the projection matrices to generate queries Q,
keys K, and values V from the original feature map X , the
classical multihead self-attention (MSA) can be calculated
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Figure 2. The proposed model. (a) Overall architecture. (b) Feature processing flow. The input features are sent to learn the original interest
points and adjusted by offsets, then filtered by the gate module. (d) The entire block. (d) The color space segmentation module, which is
modeled as a stack of CNN layers.

as:

MSA = Softmax
(
Q(m)K(m)T /

√
D
)
V(m)T , (1)

where D is the query/key dimension, m denotes the m-th
attention head. However, the calculation based on the en-
tire feature map significantly increases the computational
complexity. The output attention map also requires a large
number of calculations when sent to the next block for color
space segmentation. Instead of the calculation for the entire
feature map, in this paper, the corresponding calculation is
delegated to interest points for achieving fewer computa-
tions and higher flexibility (Fig. 2 (b)).

The feature map X is fed into a lightweight subnetwork
Neti to generate the initial interest points. Then, another
subnetwork Neto is adopted to calculate the offset from Q
to adjust the positions of the interest points, which is for-
mulated as:

Q = XWQ,K = X̃Wk, V = X̃Wv, with

Xi = Ø[X;G ∗ (Neti(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
interest points

+Neto(Q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
offsets

)], (2)

where interest points and offsets are both represented by
two-dimensional coordinates that are normalized to the
range [-1, +1], where (-1, -1) represents the top-left cor-
ner and (+1, +1) represents the bottom-right corner. A gat-
ing module, G, is employed to determine activation of the

current adjusted interest point coordinates, reducing redun-
dancy further in the space and preventing outliers and over-
lapping interest points. It can be expressed as:

G = Sigmoid(Netg(X) · α), (3)

where α is a value large enough to ensure that the gate ma-
trix is either 0 or 1. After obtaining the adjusted and fil-
tered interest points X̃ , the bilinear interpolation is applied
to sample the output feature from X̃ , which can be repre-
sented as

Ø[X; (px, py)] =
∑

(qx,qy)

M(px, py)M(qx, qy)X(qx, qy),

(4)
where (px, py) represents one of the coordinates of the in-
terest points, M(a, b) = max(0, 1 − |a− b|), and (qx, qy)
is non-zero on only the 4 integral points in X closest to
(px, py). Finally, the standard multihead attention mecha-
nism of formula (1) is applied to calculate the output.

3.2. Module for Color Space Segmentation

The selection of dominant and secondary colors is based
on human understanding of the relationship between image
content and color, which is highly subjective and leads to
uncertainty in the size and segmentation of color spaces. To
address this issue, we propose a learning-based approach
to determine the size and the segmentation of color spaces.
After obtaining the color features of the interest points, 1)
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Figure 3. The proposed ICAA17K dataset. (a) Visualization of images with different color types; (b) quantification of 15 complemen-
tary/polychromatic colors; (c) quantification of 15 monochromatic colors; (d) examples in the proposed ICAA17K dataset with the ground
truth (and confidence) scores shown below each image.
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Figure 4. An example of color space segmentation with 4 color
spaces (κ = 4). (a) Three sample points. (b) The weights of the
three points in each space calculated through formula (5). (c) The
weights of each point in each space.

the interest points are grouped into several color spaces (κ
pre-defined types). 2) Each color space is mapped to the [0,
+1] interval, where each interval can be determined by its
widths and centers. 3) By counting the weight distribution
of points in each color space, it is easy to distinguish the
attention of each color space, thus dividing the dominant
and secondary color space.

However, using fixed bin widths and centers is not dif-
ferentiable, and the parameters cannot be updated through
backpropagation. To resolve this issue, the widths and cen-
ters are adaptively generated using two lightweight net-
works, Netw and Netc, which can be learned during train-
ing. To calculate the uncertainty in color space segmen-
tation, our model learns a probability distribution for each
point pj to indicate its weight in κ color spaces, denoted as

S(pj) = [s1(pj), ..., sκ(pj)], the weight si() of pj allocated
to the i-th space is determined by the piecewise linear basis
function.

si(pj) = max {0, 1− wi × |pj − ci|} , (5)

where wi and ci are the widths and centers of the i-th color
space. If an interest point falls into the i-th bin, e.g., the
interval of [ci − wi, ci + wi], it votes for the i-th bin with a
positive weight si(pj). Fig. 4 shows an example with κ = 4
color spaces.

The operation in formula (5) can be designed into a
lightweight color space partition block (Fig. 2 (d)), where
pj − ci is equivalent to convolving the point feature maps
with a fixed 1× 1 kernel and a learnable bias ci. Then, after
taking the absolute value, the remaining operation is com-
pleted using another learnable weight, a fixed 1 × 1 bias,
and a ReLU activation function.

4. Proposed Dataset
4.1. Image Collection

How to avoid selection bias by building a comprehen-
sive ICAA dataset. Selection bias occurs when some types
of the intended color, scenes and devices are less likely to
be included than others, it can affect the validity and gen-
eralizability of training models. To solve this issue, 1) we
analyzed the most frequently uploaded colors on the Flickr
and COLOURLovers website from 2009 to 2022. Finally,
15 complementary/polychromatic colors and 15 monochro-
matic colors are selected as the basic color types, which
ensures that the dataset includes a diverse range of color
types (Fig. 3). 2) To improve the dataset’s generalizabil-
ity across different scenes, the images in ICAA17K cover
more than 50 scene categories, e.g., animals, plants, moun-
tains, landscapes, and night scenes. 3) We collected images
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2014-2019 2020-2022
Metric
[ICAA]

RAPID
[21]

AADB
[12]

PAM
[22]

A-Lamp
[23]

NIMA
[18]

MPada

[24]
MLSP
[20]

MT-A
[8]

BIAA
[25]

UIAA
[26]

MUSIQ
[27]

HGCN
[28]

TANet
[29]

MaxViT
[17]

Ours
*1

Ours
*2

SRCC↑ .759 .788 .796 .810 .809 .810 .826 .821 .820 .817 .835 .826 .829 .855 .873 .887
LCC↑ .771 .793 .804 .818 .815 .819 .837 .830 .829 .830 .841 .831 .836 .874 .890 .901
Accu↑ .836 .887 .899 .908 .906 .906 .921 .908 .913 .910 .918 .909 .903 .920 .957 .965

Epoch↓ 80 60 60 50 60 50 50 60 100 60 80 60 110 200 25 40

Table 3. Comparisons of 15 models on our ICAA17K dataset. We retrained the models for the best performance with the recommended
parameter and dataset settings. See subsection 5.1 for details regarding the metrics. “Ours *1” indicates that, similar to other methods,
only the color annotation scores from the ICAA17K dataset are used during training. “Ours *2” indicates that the holistic aesthetics score
is jointly predicted when using multiple tasks.

2014-2019 2020-2022
Metric
[SPAQ]

RAPID
[21]

AADB
[12]

PAM
[22]

A-Lamp
[23]

NIMA
[18]

MPada

[24]
MLSP
[20]

MT-A
[8]

BIAA
[25]

UIAA
[26]

MUSIQ
[27]

HGCN
[28]

TANet
[29]

MaxViT
[17]

Ours
* 1

SRCC↑ .721 .725 .732 .747 .730 .746 .753 .751 .748 .750 .753 .755 .750 .753 .770
LCC↑ .730 .739 .744 .760 .746 .757 .773 .763 .759 .763 .770 .771 .761 .770 .791

Epoch↓ 95 75 70 65 55 65 55 30 85 70 90 45 110 150 25

Table 4. Comparisons of 15 models on the SPAQ dataset [8]. All models used only the colorfulness score in the dataset for training, and
were retrained for the best performance using the recommended parameters and dataset settings.

taken by more than 80 different types of devices, including
mobile phones (e.g., iPhone X, Huawei Mate 10, and Sam-
sung Galaxy S10) and digital cameras (e.g., Canon, Nikon,
Sony, Panasonic), to encompass a wide range of devices.
How to alleviate long-tailed distributions by perform-
ing a preassessment strategy. The annotated label in
the most aesthetic datasets have long-tailed distributions
[34, 8], which bias models trained on imbalanced data to-
ward majority examples. To avoid correcting the long-tailed
distributions after label annotation, we propose a preassess-
ment strategy during data collection to maximize label di-
versity.

First, the color harmony [19] is applied to evaluate ob-
jective color quality by measuring the distance between the
tested image and templates on the hue wheel. Given a har-
monic template T (β) (one of the predefined type of tem-
plates T ) with an associated orientation β, the color har-
mony fobj of a tested image C could be calculated as fol-
lows:

fobj(C) =
∑
l∈C

∥∥H(l)− ET (β)(l)
∥∥ · Y (l), (6)

where l is the hue of a pixel, ET (β) is the sector border hue
of harmonic template T (β), H and Y mean the hue and the
saturation channels, respectively, ∥·∥ denotes the arc-length
distance on the hue wheel (measured in radians).

Second, we crawl images from Flickr and record their
metadata, including “views” (number of visits V I) and
“faves” (number of clicks that favor image FA). Intuitively,
an image with a higher ratio of faves to views is more pop-

ular and beautiful. Specifically, considering the affect of
user’s herd mentality, we adopt the following formula to
approximate the subjective perception:

fsubj(C) =
FA(C)√
V I(C)

. (7)

Finally, we normalize the fsubj and fobj , and add them
together as the final preassessment score of the image (not
shown to annotators), and extract balanced samples from
each score range for the next stage of manual evaluation.

4.2. Image Annotation

How to avoid unreliably by improving annotation qual-
ity. The traditional annotation process suffers from a lack
of a baseline or reference for evaluating aesthetics, which
makes subjective responses unreliable in the early stages.
To mitigate this problem, 1) we first provided annotators
simple guidelines based on photography theories to guide
their judgment of image color aesthetics. 2) We provided
anchor images with different rating scales as references.
Experts rated the anchor images based on their rich pho-
tography experience, allowing annotators to understand the
differences between rating scales. Before annotating, an-
notators had to review the anchor images and guidelines
thoroughly. The average value was then calculated as the
ground truth. 3) Annotators could provide a confidence
score (from 0 to 1) to indicate their certainty in each rat-
ing. This information can be useful for studying the noise
and subjectivity in the dataset. 4) Finally, each image has
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Figure 5. Saliency maps of the 15 models. The attention of our method is segmented into distinct regions based on the color distribution.
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Figure 6. Analysis of kernel sizes in Neti and the number of color
spaces κ. Larger kernel sizes result in fewer interest points.

an annotation score from 1 to 10, which represents color
aesthetic perception from lowest to highest, we selected im-
ages with an average confidence score above 0.5 as samples
in the dataset. We collected about 1,500 opinions for each
image. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3 (d).

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Settings

Benchmark Datasets. We performed model evaluations on
two datasets, the proposed ICAA17K and SPAQ datasets
[8]. Although the SPAQ dataset focuses on image quality
rather than aesthetics, it provides an annotation on color-
fulness, which can also afford testing the ability of various
baseline models to extract color features to some extent.
Benchmark Models and Training Protocols. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no publicly available learning-
based ICAA model. Therefore, we selected 14 deep learn-

ing baselines (Table. 1) according to the following criteria:
1) classical architectures with available code and 2) SOTA
in a specific field, e.g., personalized IAA. These baselines
are trained with the recommended parameter settings (e.g.,
optimizer and batch size), using the same training and test-
ing settings. The mean squared error (MSE) is adopted as
the loss function across all methods.
Evaluation Metrics. We adopt two popular evaluation met-
rics, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRCC)
and the linear correlation coefficient (LCC), to evaluate the
model’s ability. The metrics for the ICAA17K dataset also
include binary classification accuracy (color aesthetically
negative or positive). Since the ground-truth annotations
in the ICAA17K dataset are based on a 5-point boundary
line, if an annotator tends to give a score greater than 5, it is
considered aesthetically positive; otherwise, it is considered
negative. Therefore, this metric can evaluate the model’s
ability to perform coarse-grained evaluations.

5.2. Results and Dataset Analysis

ICAA17K Dataset. Table 3 lists the results of 15 mod-
els on the ICAA dataset. The proposed baseline method
(marked by “Ours *1”) achieves the best performance on
all metrics and has a higher training speed. This is mainly
due to its sparse attention and adaptive color space parti-
tioning. Furthermore, our ICAA17K dataset also provides
additional annotations regarding holistic aesthetics. There-
fore, we incorporate this additional supervision information
into the multitask training (marked by “Ours *2”), which
improves performance but increases the training time.
SPAQ Dataset. Based on the results of the 15 methods re-
ported in Table 4, our method still achieves the top perfor-
mance on all metrics with fewer training epochs, showing
that it is a promising solution for the IQA problem.
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Figure 7. Visualization of our attention mechanism. (a) Sampled
interest points adjusted by offsets. (b) Interest points filtered by the
gating module. (c) The radius of the circles represents the attention
weights at multiple heads, with a larger radius indicating a higher
weight. (d) The color space segmentation of each point, where the
numbers represent the primary and secondary relationship of the
color space, e.g., “1” represents the dominant color.

Dataset Analysis. Compared to the SPAQ dataset, when us-
ing the ICAA17K dataset for training, most networks con-
verge faster and have higher SRCC and LCC metrics, which
indicates that models trained on the ICAA17K dataset
more accurately fit human subjective color perception.
It also suggests that introducing more annotators (SPAQ 600
vs ICAA17K 1500) and providing more annotation refer-
ences for annotators can alleviate noise caused by subjective
annotation, which is a promising direction toward improv-
ing the quality of IQA or IAA datasets.

5.3. Ablation Study

Delegate vs Shift/Deformable Transformers. In Table
5, we replace the Delegate Transformer blocks with the
shift attention mechanism of Swin Transformer [39] and
deformable attention of DAT Transformer [40] in the last
stage. In this case, our model has better performance
and lower computation, which outperforms Swin by 5.2%
in the SRCC with 41.7% FLOPs and outperforms DAT by
4.4% in the SRCC with 41.7% FLOPs. Additionally, the
stacking way also has a significant impact on the perfor-
mance. The Delegate Transformer blocks may result in in-
formation loss if it is employed in the early stages due to the
sparse attention mechanism.
The Number of Interest Points and Color Space. The
number of interest points mainly depends on the kernel size
of the subnetwork Neti. In Fig. 6, the results show that
an inadequate or excessive number of interest points
leads to degradation in the model’s performance. More-
over, selecting the color space hyperparameter κ is also
crucial for the performance of our model. Our experi-
ments reveal that the optimal performance is achieved when
κ = 7. Additionally, a larger value of κ leads to an increase
in computation and memory requirements. In contrast, a

Stages
# 1 2 3 4 FLOPs↓ SRCC↑ LCC↑

1 S S S S 240G 0.830 0.843
2 S S D D 240G 0.836 0.848
3 S S G G 140G 0.873 0.890
4 G G S S 210G 0.828 0.835
5 S G G S 140G 0.838 0.850
6 G S S G 210G 0.825 0.833
7 G G G G 130G 0.837 0.846

Table 5. Ablations on the application of different attention mecha-
nisms in different stages, where S, D and G represent the applica-
tion of Swin, DAT and our blocks, respectively.

smaller value of κ may not provide a sufficient characteri-
zation of the color composition in the input image. More-
over, the effectiveness of different modules are shown in the
Appendix.

5.4. Visualization

The GradCAM [41] method is applied to visualize the
saliency maps in Fig. 5. Our model differs from other
methods because it segments the image into distinct regions
based on the color distribution, and the region that typically
receives the greatest attention is the region where the domi-
nant color is located. The reason is further explained in Fig.
7. First, our model generates interest points via Neti and
adjusts their positions by Neto. Second, some redundant
points are eliminated via Netg and weights are calculated
using multihead attention. Third, the color space segmen-
tation module and formula (5) are employed to divide the
different spaces and direct different attention toward them.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a comprehensive study on ICAA has been

conducted by developing a Delegate Transformer model as
a baseline, constructing a color-oriented dataset benchmark,
and establishing the largest-scale benchmarks to date. Com-
pared with traditional or data-driven models, our model
achieves SOTA performance and produces visually consis-
tent results. We hope our work should contribute to the
community’s research on ICAA. However, ICAA remains
far from being solved, we will optimize our approach by
incorporating more color prior knowledge in the future.
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